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STEAMERS COLLIDE
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A FOG

KILLS HIMSELF
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Taft Refuses to Tragedy of the Waves on
Great Lakes Reported
Accept Resignation and
From Port Huron
Gives Him Vacation

President
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Attempt of Anarchist to Take Musical Program of Great
Life of King of
Mei it Has Been Prepared
for Occasion
Spain

.
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LOST

ALFONSO

Amendment Carrying Quarter Number of Persons Killed by
of a Million Dollars Ruled
Falling of Hatches of Doomed Steamer.
Out of Order.

j

HIS PLAN MASONIC VISITORS TO ATTEND

of

a result

Xo pains and effort have been spared to make tonight's concert by the
Woman's Board of Trade in the assembly room of the public library an
For the aceonuuo-datioartistic success.
his wedding day. was also intended
of the visiting Masons, who will
for :his majesty, but tile authorities attend, the hour for beginning the pro-- ,
think the original intention of the
gram has been set at N:4."j p. m. After
was to strike down King Al- tile concert the floor will be cleared
fonso on his arrival at the railway for the dance which will be a most enstation from London. Plans for A- joyable informal society event. Morlfonso's return have been changed and rison's orchestra will furnish
the
he will enter the city by automobile. music. The Woman's Hoard of Trade
The bomb thrower who was wounded has prepared the refreshment which
by his own weapon and who commit- - will be served.
Ticket are To cents
ted suicide when about to be captured and admit both to the dance and the
proves to be a South American.
program. They are on sale at Welt- '
hut's and Fischer's. The proceeds go
'into 'he fund that the Woman's Board
PERU ACCEPTS
ARBITRATION AGREEMENT, of Trade is raising to place the beaut fill mural paintings of Artist Carl Lo- Willing That United States, Brazil tave in ttle Hito de los Frijoles room
w Mexico museum in
of tlle
the
and Argentine Should Settle
Old
Palace
and to fix up the room
Boundary Dispute.
Washington, May 24. The govern-- ' similar to the Puye room, which it will
ment of Peru has formally accepted exceed in beauty.
without reserve the mediation of the j The committee in charge of the
States, Brazil and Argentine in;ctrt program is Mrs. I. H. Rapp and
the boundary dispute between Peru i,isti Massie, Mrs. Rapp being also the
directress of tthe Ladies' Glee Club and
and Ecuador.
(Mrs. Bean and Miss Massie the ac- mi.mKr.rL.
emim:tnist
..v. ntlia
;a
,........... Tho
Ul
ui
umtl Hit
j
the Glee Club are the Mpsiiamos Au.
WHY DON
jplund, Bardshar, Clark, Crichton Rob- inson and the Misses Alonso, Bean,
Bergere, Cheshire, Church, Marmon
and Weltmer.
EAT

Madrid, May

As

24.

their investigations, the police believe
that the bomb thrown hist night at the
.monument erected for the victims in
the attempt against King Alfonso on

,

1

CHANGES

Enters Madrid in Automobile Ladies', Glee Club Which Will
Instead of by
Be Permanent Organization
Railroad.
Will Make Debut.

Fort Huron, Mich., May 24 The
steamer James B. Wood, of the Gilchrist fleet, and the steamer Frank H.
Goodyear, the latter carrying a crew
of 23 men collided in a dense fog yes- terday morning 35 miles north of
in Thunder Bay.
Point Aux Barques
It was reported at first that nineteen
lives had been lost, as the Goodyear
went down soon after the collision,
but it is known that six members of
the crew including, Captain F. R.
Heminger were rescued by the steam
er Wood and taken to Port Huron.
The steward, the steward's mother
and a wheelman are among the saved.
A number of the Goodyear's crew are

Presi-iden- t
Washington, D. C. May 24
to
refused
accept the
Taft has
W. Cooley
Alford
of
Judge
resignation
nf Alamoeordo. from the New Mexico
a
supreme bench and has offered him
f .koncp
until fall during!
which to recuperate. It is understood
nn iiidi-......
v...' mr aiitiic nmmittPP
mat,
to
report
informally
decided
has
ciary
tne
with favorable recommendation
and
Abbott
C.
E.
of
Judge
appointment
the reappointment of Judge John R.
McFie to the Senate for confirmation
and will take official action at the
first meeting of the committee.
Waiting on the Railroad Bill.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 24. In the senate
Beveridge "would like to inquire of
the senator from Rhode Island, how
soon I shall call up (from the calendar) the statehood bill." Aldrich says
"If the senator from Indiana will use
the power of his great influence with
his friends to dispose of the railroad
bill, the statehood bill can be called at
once."
The proposition is under consideration to change the department of the
interior to a department of public
works, controlling the Panama canal,
irrigation projects, conservation forestry, public health and several other
bureaus. A memorial of the waters'
users of the north on the Elephant
Butte dam, on Albuquerque May 12,
will be presented to the house. Hon.
B. S. Rodey probably will be given a
position paying more than the judicial
place.
No Tariff Commission.
May 24. Chairman
Washington,
amendment appropriating
Tawney's
to
$250,000 to permit the President
taron
the
obtain information bearing
iff was today decided by Representative Mann of Illinois in the chair to
be out of order.
Chairman Tawney then offered an-

INCEJOIIIGIII

-

POTENTATE

C ALLEN.

E.

MASONS FROM ALL OVER TERRITORY

AREJjEREJO THE

DEGREES

Fifty, Including Visitors, Are Shown Sights of Ancient
City Degree Work Yesterday and Today of Surpassing Beauty Attend Musicale To-

said to have been killed by falling
hatches. The baby of the Goodyear's
cook was dashed from his arms by a
falling hatch and lost. It is believed
that others of the crew were rescued
by the steamer, Sir Wililam Siemans.
All Were Lost.
Port Huron May 24. It now seems
probable that seventeen lives were
The steamer Siemens passed
lost.
on a detour this morning and did not
report any survivors.

night Seeking Candidates for
Mystic Shrine.

n

.

Fe' 'the

treasure house'' was, and afternoon. At night the customr to the Masons and visit- - ary nanouei win oe new ai tne wornors. at urn ding the fourth annual
Exchange building and will be
the Ancient and Accepted served by the ladies of tin at organizaunion
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry of the tion. While it is not known today
how many covers will be laid it
Valjv of Santa Fe and the Orient of just
Xe
Mexico and it is estimated that is estimated that almost 100 persons
fifty or more enjoyed tilie carriage ride will attend the banquet which in the
FIERCE BUTTLE
past has always been such a fitting
provided by their Santa Fe hosts.
It was a jolly party and the inter- climax to the Masonic reunions.
Mr. Teutsch is Busy.
sights were visited during the
BLUEFIELD esting
Paul Teutsch assistant rabban and
RICE?
forenoon.
This afternoon the degree work was W. W. Strong marshal of the Ballut
FOUR EARTHQUAKES
A A O N M S, Oasis
continued, the fifteenth and eighteenth Abyad Temple
YESTERDAY IN CALIFORNIA.
Albuquerque, Territory of Xew MexGovernment Troops Repuls" having been conferred. Tonight the of
Put
Railroader!
to
Question
are
and
the
reunion
ico,
attending
will be conferred
twenty-firs- t
iDaiy Storm RePrt From Texas Tells
ed in First Attack Renew with imposingdegree
VV llv
ceremonies.
It is said have arranged with Secretary Steph-- j
Ulf U:U
of Immense Havoc Wrought By
VVllipiUillO
lllgll
ens
to
furnish
to
candidates!
petitions
that the degrees have been put on in
Assault
Floods and Cyclones.
Prices
initiation
tine
in
mystic shrine
a more creditable manner than ever for
San Jose. Cal May
diswill
hold
which
a
session
ceremonial
before, and certain it is that tflie off- in
tinct seismic disturbances were re31.
the
Duke
C.
Allen
,E.
City May
conferring them wore gorgeous is the illustrious
corded on the instruments at Santa
B01ARD1NTALL NIGHT icers
potentate of this HEARING OF WAGE DISPUTE Clara
costumes, and had fairly good stage
college. The second at :i:5!,
a
and
issued
has
he
neatly
settings and suitable lighting and temple
lasted three minutes and thirtv-fivout
beauthe
effects to carry
and the f0,,rth b('san at 4:07
other amendment appropriating, the Stamers Veniso Lands Five Hun- musical
tions" saying: "Each one of you make Twenty-Seve- n
Thousand Loco-ifec- o
tiful ceremonies of Masonry.
ianit-aim
iui iy seconds,
l ne max
same amount to enable the President
mnt:vo P,Vor0 V.'flL,
dred Men for a Flank
The tenth and fourteenth degrees yourself a committee of one to bring
imum emplitude is from the south
guide
to gather tariff information-ta
or
are
two.
candidate
.The
woods
conferred yesterday were executed
Movement.
rested in Outcome.
wane, which recorded six millimeters.
mm in enforcing the law, and this was
brilliance and the full of unregenerated material who
with exceptional
and vertical movements were
order.
declared in
jVest
will
them
into
thank
for
you
bringing
candidates and visiting Masons exrecorded.
The seat of the disturb24
A
Kicks Made Public.
sue-it
the
telegram
and
24.
true
May
'
light. Try
Washington.
That there has ance is
your
Chicago. May
at witnessing
estimated at 1.490.4 miles to
Nic pressed keen pleasure
rill you with justifiable joy been a vast increase in the prices
will
cess
Washington, May 24. A number of from consul Moffat at Bluefields,
of
.
the ceremonies.
srainst the for- - aragua, dated
and deep sweet peace will pervade food products of Texas in exerything the southwest.
- ,
yesterday evening,
Class.
Comet
Dallas, Texas, May 24. Reports
Halley
were
interior
departAs an appeal but rice was brougnt out yesterday in
states that General Rivas' forces
est service and the
your entire anatomy.
from last, night's storms in Texas, inbeAs is customary at each reunion, the maker they sav the potentate is in Fra the federal arbitration
out of thirty-sithen attacking the Estrada army enment, tlhirty-fou- r
of
hearing here
and named Albertus's class bandiinsr the Fnirlish. tho up-- riiunnte, l,oi
dicate a loss running into thousands
candidates formed a class
ing against the former, were made trenched back of the city.
'
ars esulln& from wind and
reit after that heavenly visitor Halley
The following were yesterday's ar- western railroads, and their 27 000 (
Fierce Fight is On.
public yesterday in the published
In
"'
such
with
last
shone
who
the
of
brilliance
session
24.
county, near Sher- to
General
rivals
attend
Lara,
the reunion:
BluefielcTs, May
comotive firemen. Fred Barr, of San
port of the last day's
At the Palace H. H. Belts. Edward Antonin wnwai rhairman
Ballinger-Pincho- t
nf tho' nlan- a stnl1 a mile wie and six miles
investigation com- commanding a force of government night when the moon went out forThere the
troons. is today fiercely attacking the a stroll. The class elected Dr. Rad- A. Layne, J. G. Levas, E. R. Cosgrove, grievance committee of firemen, em ;long was devastated.
mittee.
cu a" 'ui" aim nam1"
One of the complaints against the provisional government troops' position cliffe of Belen, president and Benja- W. H. Newcomb, Silver City; George ployed bv the Southern Pacific rail-agfu many nouses.
interior department alleges an unjust- at tne rear 0f Bluefields. The govern- - min Jaffa of Albuquerque, secretary Kinkel, Simon Bacharach, Las Vegas; way, testified that on one of the
In Lamar county,
a number of
Titus
John T. ern Pacific lines, firemen now work
decision by the land office in a home- ment stearmer Venus is landing 500 and treasurer.
Deming;
were
wrecked.
dwellings
miles
a
taken
other
had
F.
twenty-siThe
Richard
while
the
off
class
class
a
Muir,
in
charges troops
liOrdsburg;
Oakley, more hours for less pay than
lagoon,
1907,
picture
stead claim,
A residence was destroyed and all
the contracts let by by Secretary Bal-- ;- north of Bluefields, for the purpose of this afternoon and it is thought a Taos; Hon. Samuel Eldodt, Chamita; and also have to work harder because
. V.li,fF
Virt
Pnv
trrt
in nnnnoMinii with annit rrL nci iho momharc Viort hufflllie , A
l!
J v... growing crops in two square miles
.f Vi.n..i
ICpln T.au fvnpocoiiriruv nf thp Tda nObeaten into the
at Dorchester,
Montana boundary were without com- General Lara's force back of Blue- - so accustomed to gazing at the comet Magdalena; C. A. Floyd, Giason.
Attorney John Barton Payne why the Grayson county. earth
At
look
to
D.
W.
T.
were
fixed
Claire
able
the
a
firemen
therefore
did
to
illegal.
rice.
not
"Because
give
turn
fields.
Watson,
they
petition and,
Near Rosebul, Texas, the crop and
comat the camera's dazzling lense.
Harry J. Fincke, George F. Texas cooks (have not been educated
Against the forest service the
First Attack Repulsed.
loss is $20,000.
property
Tomorrow's
from
Fincke,
in
was
answer.
Moriarty.
it."
general
all
Barr's
the
way
run
Program.
preparing
plaints
Bluefields, May 24. The govern
In Fall's county a bridge across the
At
the
will
Colonel
More
W.
work
S. Hopewell,
take up
Gregg's
degree
charges of incompetence and rutnan ment troous began the attack last
Brazos river, costing $30,000
was
of the -- :u
v,rt
nlaints
PROHIBITION WAVE
ra
.
v n time of the Masons tomorrow morning Albuquerque.
nci
law vy i
LUgUL nucic luc nuvioiuuaio
washed away. Heavy crop damage is
,
re-IS RECEDING.
were repulsed and
inclusion of agricultural lands in
trenched, but they
reported from counties in the Red
n..,.ll.r
me- wuuus. rrurt
serves, the latter being the most gen reiurueuj 10 auuie muncij
river valley.
eral.
fire was kept up all night, and the
Is What the Delegates to the Na-jThat
Cotton Ruined.
Washington, May 24 Through the attack was resumed this morning.
tional Wholesale Liquor Deat- Ida Texas, May 24. All streams in
the
at
telescope
big
ers' Association Say.
this vicinity are overflowed as the
United States naval observatory, Presresult of a cloudburst. A farm house
FOR
ASKS
SPAIN
first
the
time,
for
ident Taft last night
24.
Confident that iwas blown away by a
Cincinnati,
May
ANOTHER
INQUIRY.
RATE
twisting wind
TERRIFIC
saw Halley's comet. Having kept in
the prohibition wave is receding 500 that accompanied the rain. Hail covclose touch with its movements, the
delegates to the convention of the Na ered practically all of Grayson county
Was
President was much interested in ob- Still Maintains Thatan the Maine
Wholesale Liquor Dealers'
last night. Cotton is ruined and huntional
Blown
Explosion
Up By
serving toniglht, although on account
sociatiou began a three days' session dreds of acres of fruit trees are stripIts
Is
Doubled
Comet
Ten
Within.
From
and
Halley's
Spreading
of
of the clouds and haze, not much
, .
today. United action against prohib- - ped of their fruitage and limbs. Hail
Madrid, May 24. The recent action
1 hOUSand Are In- Last
the tail was visible. President Taft
Luminosity
itory and local option laws and the drifts, more than two feet high, were
showed more interest in Jupiter, the of the congress of the United States
enactment of statutes providing for found in places.
in makinsr an aimronriation to defray
volved
Night
moon and some of the other heavenly
moderate
licenses for and strict regu
of
the
work
raising!
the expenses of
bodies than in the comet.
of liquor selling were advocated SANTA FE WILL
lation
wihich was sunk in the harthe
Maine,
In his party were Mrs. Taft, .Charles
WITH STATE
POLICE at the opening session.
PUSH AGRICULTURE.
and bor at Havana and which led to the RAPIDLY GROWING NEW TAIL CLASH
P. Taft, John Hays Hammond
with
war
for
this
disastrous
country
EdGeneral and Mrs. Clarence R.
ICE CREAM CAUSES
the United States, has had its effect
Two More Experts to Be Employed
wards.
VIOLENT ILLNESS,
here.
So
Affects
Italian
Wisconsin
Clubbed by
Heavenly
Senator Stephenson of
and Will Use Automobiles to
Something
Badly
The people of Spain have always
saw the comet last night for the second
Cover the Territory.
Since
Its
Contact
Visitor
That
He
Constabulary
offWichiOffice
at
Telephone Company's
time in his life, having seen it while maintained that neither its naval
Albuquerque, May 24. According to
Will Die.
With Earth.
its sympathizers had
ta, Kan., Converted into Temin Maine seventy-fivyears ago, when' icers nor any ofwith
R. E. Wilson, industrial agent of the
but
that disaster,
porary Hospital.
anything to do
he was only six years old.
Fe is preparing to start a deWichita, Kans., May 24. The office Santa
that it was caused by an explosion on Chicago, May 24. Forty degrees of Scranton, Pa., May 24. A riot broke
24.
An
of agricultural experiments
investiga- the
Washington, May
'
partment
...
.
..
.
uu
of
Missouri
the
J
and
Kansas
itself.
Telephone
ship
a new norn laii ior me comet auu uuejout amo
No.
to
at
miners
assist
the
tion which is expected to emplhasize
farmers
along the road. Exstriking
Company was converted into a tempIn pursuance of this belief the Spanto
hibition cars will be used to display
the bitterness among the Alaska Re- ish government has determined to de- doubling of its luminosity owing
Coa
the
of
nine
when
Pennsylvania
last
,
coll.ery
orary hospital
night
the flaming hydrocarbon gas were re-publicans begun today before the sub- mand a fresh inquiry into the cause of corded
today, following an attempt operators became violenetly ill after products, and agricultural experts will
by astronomers at Williams Company,
lectures. Two more will be emcommittee of the senate committee the
catastrophe if the wreck is raised. Bay observatory last night after the - a posse of state police to disperse a eating ice cream purchased at a near- give
to assist Professor J. D. Tins-leon judiciary. The charges were made
ployed
who
store.
threatened
of
crowd
Italians
The physiby confectionery
spectrographic-negativehad been de- in experimenting in, dry farming.
against Governor Clark,
ers
reached
cians
a
traln
the
when
work
ft
ROOSEVELT RECEIVED
poisonpronounced
ptomaine
"The internal activity of the
Hogatt and Louis Shackleford, the
was shot at ing. Three of the patients including They will use automobiles for overBY QUEEN ALEXANDRA. comet is in full
blast," said Professor colliery. Sheriff Rodda the bullets
land work.
national committeeman
Republican
the chief operator may not recover.
times
but
'several
escaped
Frost. "It is making gas at a terrific
Wicker-sham- ,
from Alaska, by Delegate
a
him
for
Gratitude
a
She Expressed
Sympa- rate."
coupling pin gave
' though
who sought to connect them
SERIOUS ANTI FOREIGN
scalp wound. Peter Sura was so bad- - RAILWAY LOAN AGREEthy in Her Bereavement Exwith the Guggenheim interests.
RIOT IN CHINA.
IS
JiM
SIGNED.
Americans.
WILL
MENT
JEFFRIES
clubbed
that
hewill
the
By
ly
by
police
pressed
.
T rrr.-91
'1
Oil
TAKE IT EASY. die. State Trooper Jasper was caught
May 24. Hankow Sze
Paris,
Shanghai, May 24. Native riotsTc-curreWILD TRIBES TAKING
Alnvnnrtrn ropplved Mr Rnnaevelt nf
Ben Lomond, Calif., May 24. 'Jim under a horse when it was knocked
on Saturday at Chuan Chia, 30
railway loan agreement was
OATH OF ALLEG,ANCE.Bucklngham I)alace today. The two Jeffries will taka it
this week, down and was badly clubbed before signed today. The signers are repre- miles northwest of Chang Sha. A coneasy
Road work, including sprinting will be he was rescued. The riot was finally sentatives of the financial groups of siderable portion of the city was
Washington, May 24 The chiefs of had a long chat during which ber
wild tribes on the border of L.1- - jesty told the former president how kept up regularly, but it is thought quelled but another broke out at Ewen United States, France and Great Brit- burned. The Lutheran church was de'
beria are signing oaths of allegiance much she appreciated the sympathy likely that the big
fighter will have colliery, a mile away. This also was ain. The agreement provides for a stroyed by fire. The general unrest
and the trouble of those turbulent exhibited for her in America at the little to do with the
of
and
sentiment is spread
gloves until Jim dispersed. The strike spread rapidly loan to the Chinese government
people seems to be at an end.
'time of her bereavement.
Corbett arrives next week.
ing.
today. Already .10,000 are involved. $30,000,000 for railroad construction.
Santa
turned
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Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
Colo..
Denver.
24.
May
for use throughout the season. They
The f.nvrasi is fair weather
Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness,
IV toni.l!' iiinl Wednesday with
Disorders,
Constipation,
Teething
warn.er weather in southeast
Stomach Trouble.
i i tih t.
iioi'tion
v Headache and
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
aca
Grand Spectacle
It Was
The Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. Don't
A tril package
eclipse (if 'If moon and Halley's com- cept any substitute.
et formed an unusual spectacle in the will be sent FREE to any mother who
will address Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy,
sky last evciiinir.
A Las Vegas
Wedding Teodorita
Maes and Adolfo Weatherers were INHERITANCE LAW IS
WIPED OUT BY TREATY.
united in marriage in the Church of
Our l.ady of Sorrows at Las Vesas.
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
Picnic of Parochial School Children
Spokane, Wash., May 24. Slate sit-- ,
Tin's niorninx a merry party of puc
prcir.i conn of Washington has handof the parochial schools in charge ed down a decision, saying that a
pils
Perfect
that means comfort
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
of the Sisters of l.oretto went to Santa treaty negotiated with .Norway
and
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
Fc canon in farm wagons and enjoyed
S wed' 'it in ITS:', and revised in
1S27 and coolness
custom style that
a picnic.
wipes nut ihe provisions of the inheri-- ;
Mr. Rising's Announcement
in
Atten- tance law
this commonwealth,
gives a smart, dressy effect.
tion is called to the announcement in which lixJs a tax of 25 per cent to for- of getting
today's issue of 0. A. Rising who is eimi heirs while onlv
per cent is You are sure
asent for Hie Bills Bros. .Monumental charged to resident heirs of that relaThe court sustained
Co., of Denver and will handle
the both these features in your
all tionship.
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa F.
Telephone No. 40
grades of marlile uid granite suitable contention of counsel for the heirs of
for memorials.
Peter (i. St.ixrud, an engineer, who summer footwear if you
Maximum Was 68 The maximum died at Olympia. Wash., in 19(tS, and
was (is degrees yesterday and the willed his estate to a brother and sis-- ; come to us for a pair of
minimum was lit;. The relative hum- ter in Norway, that treaties are su- was :;.") per cent and Hie i em pei'ior to acts of congress and state
333 idity
perature at ti o'clock this morning was laws, holding also that under the:
A'J
degrees. There were showers over (treaty foreign heirs must he charged
the mountains. A year ago today the no greater tax than if they were resi- maximum was 5S degrees and the niin-- (lenis of the state. Judges Fullerlon;
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
imtun :!2 with tin per cent of sunshine. and Cose dissented, but gave no rea-- j
and
the
be
new
may
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
sons. Members of the tax commission
let
not.
custom
will
us show you the new Regal Oxfords
ask for a rehearing,!
JUNIOR ORATIONS
styles. Just
jsay they
they'll do the rest.
TOMORROW AFTERNOON. and as a result several cases in which
large amounts of money and a similar
8
School Exhibits Are Worth While and question are involved, will lie dis- missed when called for hearing.
No Parents Should Miss' Exam- Them
Week.
the
ining
During
The High Cost of Living.
DecoThe .Illinois will deliver their oraIncrease the price of many necessi- tions tomorrow, Wednesday, afternoon ities without
MwtdwijiJWBgBiiigj
mrftevmisxBa
improving the quality.)
at :! o'clock in the high school audi
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
follow-itorium according
to the
high standard or excellence and its
program:
great curative qualities without any
Josephine Cunningham
increase in cost. It is the best rem- Manual Trainin a
edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
Felicita Katine
Forestry cough and all ailments of the throat,
John Windser
Suffrage chest and
lungs. The genuine is in a
Nellie
Friday
MANUFACTURER
Refuse substitutes.
yellow
package.
The Ideal Fountain of the Real.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
Griffin.
Fe
.The City of Santa
Dorothy
J El
I'll
ll
n
ejwmnmun JM
M
81
H.'irnlH Stenhens
SAFE
WIZARD
j
DIES
Comets and Their Mysteries
RELATIVELY POOR MAN.
Maude Palmer
Future American
Woman's Rights! San Antonio, Texas
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May 24. Al-- j
After hearing the above orations, 'hough George P. Assman, the famous (
all visitors are invited to inspect the s;lte wizard, who died a few days ago
school exhibits which may be seen in at Austin, Texas, possessed knowledge
the various school rooms. Au exhibit tllat might have tempted a less honest
of the second ward school may be man to enrich himself at the expense
seen on each side of the office door of f fibers, he lived and died a relative-th-e
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
poor man. Throughout his life he
superintendent iu the high school
demonstrated
that there was no safe- - ii
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
building.
lock or combination that could with- The
time
the
have
teachers
taken
SEEDS
VEGETABLE
ALL
OF
KINDS
SEEDS,
and pains to put up the children's stand him and there was not a safe
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
work and now it is to be hoped that or vault that stood not open to him
parents and friends will take the time without the crude methods of the safe
to inspect the work of the children, blower. In opening a safe to Which
G K NKRAL M K R ' HANI ISK
" m
thus encouraging both teachers and Ule combination had been forgotten or ww
i
in rur- - .
riLJiconB i i i
PHONE
436 CANON
children. These exhibits may be seen in which the mechanism of the lock
ROAH
BLACK 19
i,
any time during the remainder of the," j gone wrong. Assman never depended on rules or his sight, touch
week, either forenoon or afteroon.
Do not forget the Senior play Thurs- - a"d hearing supplying him invariably
with the key. This remarkable fact
day night, "Tax on Bachelors."
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
he demonstrated many times. His
tackles
your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
in
a
combination
opening
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION. ,nlt,uod
not
are
rusty.
lock seemed extremely simple.
Sit- .
,
, ,
,,,
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
before the safe or vault he would
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
turn the knob until the lock would
,
t..
iv ui caui.ii
c,j. re, uu .i.ene secona, uay
ol act. It was his boast
he
that
needed
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN
May, 3 910, administrators of the es- no tools to
i
open any safe in the coun-If it's Hardware
We have it.
tate of Pedro A. Romero, deceased,
No
as long as no tools had been used
try
and as such administrators hereby noin closing it. His services were in
tify all parties who may have claims constant
demand all over the south
to
estate
the
to
them
against
present
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
:and
On one occasion the!
southwest.
us within the time required by law.
vault of the New Orleans sub- WHOLESALE
great
DAY A NJHHT
h;
All
to
indebted
pa
i.ac
said
estate
persons
i
125 A V K
130 RED
be
not
could
Aft D RETAIL
for
l"HiN K
the
treasury
opened
are requested to settle their indebtedrpnwnii thai it tiart rf lt lrnl.- mliin.
ness forthwith otherwise
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
suit will ism
RATON
had failed. After making every
be brought against them.
effort to open it the treasury officials
YANKEE
BEXIGXA GARCIA DE ROMERO,
finally sent, for Assman, who succeed-- j
CERRILLOS
EPIGMEXIO ROMERO,
ed in opening it in a very short time.
Santa Fe, X. M., May 2 1910.
Before Assman left the vault he inBEX.IAM1X M. READ,
Anthracite Coal al Sizes, Smitbkg Coal. Steam Coal.
quired as to his compensation, which
Atty. for the Estate.
bawed Wood and KindiiDg.
he thought should amount to $1,500.
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This sum, however, was flatly refused
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
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S. F. Depot
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
!him and without savine another word
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
by local applications, as they cannot the safe wizard swung the huge door
reach the diseased portion of the ear. back into place, leaving the officials
There is only one way to cure deaf- - to gape in amazement.
Since there
ness,
and that is by constitutional was no man to open the dor, Assman
SOLE AGENTS FOR
remedies. Deafness is caused by an was arrested shortly afterwards for
condition of the mucous lin- - terfering with the property of the gov-inof the Eustachian Tube. When ernment. The case was tried as soon
As a Protection for yourself iejiiaml aiiAbstmct Do you know whether
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- - as ihis could be done, and, the law be- youluive an absolute title to the property which vou now own?
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
LED
nng sound or imperfect hearing and ing to some extent on the side of the
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is safe expert, an agreement was made
E
e'
Insu- IHE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
r, Hay,
Grain, Potatoes,
the result, and unless the inflamma- whereby he was to get the sum of
tion can be taken out and this tube re- $500 and all expenses for his services.
stored to its normal condition, hear- Assman then opened the safe and put
Catron Block
Santa Pe, N, M
Salt and Seeds
Tel Black 70
ing will be destroyed
forever; nine the lock in order. As a rule he was
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- able to tell exactly when the door
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam would open and had he been criminally
F2B03
inclined not an unguarded safe in the
ed condition of the mucous surface.
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PIAMOHPQ
We will give One Hundred Dollars country would have been secure.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
MAKUFACTUMH OP
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
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t- -m
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir!!!!! Goods
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original research, by thought and experiment, he adds to the learning he
acquired from others, and increases
the world's store of information by the

THROW OUT THE LINE.

R

Help and Many Santa Fe
People Will Be Happier.

Give Them

PAGE THREE.

New Mexico Military Institute

of new
and development
treasures of knowledge. Thus while
"Throw Out the Life Line"
the college hands down the wisdom
The kidneys need help.
Kssessetl by one generation to its successor, the university is laboring to exThey're overworked can't get the
Prince Tells the tend the volume of that, wisdom and DISTRICT ATTORNEY WILL
poison filtered out of the blood.
INVESTIGATE DEATH.
increase the scope of human intelliThey're getting worse every minute.
Students of the 'Thrice
Will you help them?
gence.
It is Feared That Jim Sing, the ResRobber"
Doan's Kidnev Pills have brought
"1 lay stress on the dignity and extaurant Keeper at Thornton Was
from the verge of despair.
alted sphere of action of the univerMurdered.
Will cure any form of kidney troubthat
as
because
the point
such,
UNIVER1STV TRAINING sity,
VALUEQF
le.
I wish especially to impress is that
An in est ii .it ion into the death and
t he
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos street,
university is our one high insti- burning of Jim
Sing, a Chinaman at.
tution for general culture and educa- l'oimii-Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Sandoval
county, on the
Increase
the
to
Scope tional development, and that it should
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong Endeavors
t
of May it; will
be made by
of Human
uc pe.i.mieu lo OLXiiyj uiu. S"'
(
s Kll)(k ,;lslrict attomev, at.
today as when I publicly recommended
field and develop it to the utmost,
them in 1902. I was caused much suf,(,
n,si(len)s of Domini?0
t tie other territorial
or
.while
four
lnsuuuions, whose suspicions have been aroused,
backache
three
for
fering by
eacli of which has a specific work to i'.v subsequent
is
It
years and though I never laid off from
developments.
The commencement address of the
at
perform, proceed to the cultivation of Dow feared iliat Sing was murdered;
times
so
was
back
work, my
painful
L. Bradford Prince at the UniHon.
their practical fields with all the iow-e- r in cold blood and the restaurant set,
that it was all I could do to attend to
of New Mexico, presented two
and success which a concentration on fire to conceal the crime.
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney versity of
subjects
particular interest, that
will
A co rding to information
Pills, procured at Stripling. Burrows were off the beaten track. These com- of effort in a particuliar direction
placed in
the
give."
hands of the district attorney. Sing';
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
mencement addresses usually consist
After dwelling on what, might be Kepi a considerable sum of money in
me and I had no return of the trouble of
exhortations to the graduates as t
for six months. At the end of that their future life in the wide world. termed "duplicated instruction" in liis restaurant, mostly in gold coins,
schools and colleges, t lie governor and reports from Domingo are to the
time my work brought on another at- Governor Prince did not.
neglect these said:
effect that no trace of ihe money has
once
took
I
at
backache.
tack of
features, but he dwelt, on others. He
been found although the debris of the
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me j spoke on the university and its rela
Great Expense.
restaurant was thoroughly searched
medicine
A
that
relief.
is
"Before leaving this subject it
the desired
tion to the other territorial institutions
lives up to the claims made for it and then addressed the students who proper to remind all concerned that after the fire.
It is reported that near the bed
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the still have some years before them in a the people are becoming more restwhere Sing was lying when the fire
endorsement''
the
at
less
expense
large
every
strongest
year
manner that was quite unique.
started, an axe was found. A pistol
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
The following are extracts from Mr. of the high institutions, which benefit was also found in the
place and it is
with
in
Co., Buffalo, Prince's address:
contrast
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
few,
comparatively
in the pistol
asserted
two
cartridges
the
for
United
New York, sole agents
the amount used for the 700 rural showed that the
A University.
hammer had dented
the
to
have
schools
which
educate
States.
them indicating that they had been
"This institution is fast becoming
new generation. The
Remember the name Doan's and a
tired before the flames discharged the
in fact as well as in great bulk of the
university,
former benefit, including the prepartake no other.
name.
than
less
1,000 per- remaining cartridges.
ative
There is a suspicion thai some one
"Unfortunately that honored title sons; departments
to
instruction
the
latter
give
Nearly Every Man and Woman at has become so common in these later over 40,1100. No lover of education who knew Sing's habits well killed
him and then threw oil from a keroone time or another lias printing to be days that it has almost lost its signidesires any curtailment in any re- sene
done and if the work is to be first ficance. In a list of the principal
lamp on the bed. setting the
but on the contrary, develop- j
class the New Mexican job printing universities and colleges in the United spect,
place on fire to conceal the crime.
but unnecessary expense
by
The fne took place shortly before
department can fill tihe bill. Why get States which I have recently consult- ment;
cershould
instruction
of
duplication
isn't
first class, any way, ed, in which 475 institutions are
and the
midnight
printing that
operator
be avoided as far as possible. at Ihe station at telegraph first
saw
since appearance today is of such
Domingo
named, there are no less than 153 call- tainly
As
is
long ago the flames. He gave tihe alarm but
imprudent.
ed universities, although the majority And delay
Francisco
Chaves, before anyone could reach the room
unknown as 1901, Col. J.
of these are comparatively
of public instruc- where
then
superintendent
immediate
outside of their
Sing slept, the place was like
vicinity.
system
a furnace.
WOODY'S HACK
"But originally and properly, a uni- tion, called the present
and there can be no doubt
When asked if ihe matter had been
versity is the rarest and highest form that this idea is growing in the minds
Prom
reported to him, Mr. Klock stated
of educational institution, ranking far
of the
that it had and that he would go to
BARRANCA TO TAOS above an ordinary college and oftenof In hispeople."
to the students, Domingo this morning, if possible, to
direct
address
number
considerable
a
including
Mr. Prince emprasized many points investigate the affair.
Meets Both North South colleges
in its organization,
"This distinctive position of a uni-- ! for them to remember and concluded
Bounds Trains.
with these "chunks of wisdom:"
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot versity in the world of education has
tonic and restorative and a prompt
a Robber.
com--!
Thrice
brief
but
the
been
by
expressed
Che north bound train and arrives at
"And finally let me beg of youto corrective of all urinary irregularities.
prehensive statement that 'a college
Taos at 7 p. m.
exa
university
knowledge;
make
the most of your time. It is Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-BurrowTen miles shorter than any other imparts
& Co.
The
tends knowledge.'
college profes- but a few years at most; and you
way. Good covered hack and good sor
is a man of acquired learning, will soon learn that the most importteams.
who in turn teaches what he has been ant and really the scarcest thing in EIGHTEENTH NATIONAL
IRRIGATION CONGRESS,
Exrsrjr Xto.in.gr &cn.e to XCalca X'a.s taught and imparts that which he has this busy world is time. Only a
eacfei Comfortable.
tne true university pro- fixed period can be devoted to educaBut
acquired.
Bound
fessor goes beyond this because by tion; use it well. If frittered away, it Hawaiian Islands Interested and Gov-- i
Trip
ernor Will Appoint Delegates to
can never be recalled. This is your
Go to Pueblo.
time for storing knowledge. Use it
Pueblo Colo., May 24. From far-of- f
for that. Again you are fortunate in
your surroundings in that this insti Hawaiian Islands conies a note of
tution is1 devoted to work, and is not encouragement to the Eighteenth Nacursed with the representatives of tional Irrigation Congress,
Pueblo,
the leisure class which render some September
and the expression of
eastern institutions worse than use- the hope that the event will be a comless. The spirit of the indulgent plete success. Not only that, hut
father who is said to have warned his there is the official word of the govson 'not to spoil his college course ernor that the islands will be repreby study' finds no lodgement here. sented, as usual.
But there are always a few who are
Writing the secretary of the board
of control, Governor V. F. Frear says:
use
or
and
frivolous,
lazy
naturally
"I shall be very glad to appoint
anything as an excuse; and they of
ten use the words 'exercise' or 'ath- delegates to the next National Irrigaletics' as the cloak for that laziness tion Congress if I can find suitable
or frivolity.
Physical exercise, of men who can attend at so great a discourse, is important for health and tance, at that time.
"Two years ago, I appointed
one
recreation, but the primary object of
and last year I appointed
delegate,
who
being here is education; and he
five
to the National Irrigahabitually neglects study for some- tion delegates,
Congress.
He
thing else, is thrice a robber.
"This is a subject in which the terrobs his parents, who are making
is greatly interested, and, inritory
cola
heroic sacrifices to give him
deed, in which it has already accomrobs
he
the
territory,
ege training;
which is providing the instruction, plished a great deal and is now doing
and far worse than all, he robs him- a great deal.
"It is doubtful if any other state or
self of the education which is essen-tioterritory is doing as much as this in
to his success in life."
the various lines in which the con-
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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Officers
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Army
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Through Academic course, preparing young

or

Itfe. Great
men for college or for bulhes
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
no the beautiful Pecos Val!ey the jfardeD
tpot of the West at an e'evatlon of 1.700

feet above sea level, sunshine every day. but
Ittie rain or snow during sessioo.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatod, light
edjand modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice PresidtLt; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FlDlay
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
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Parts of the World

All

Save Money and Inconvenient ty Purchasing Weils F rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
PavftbJf! Tcviuhoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
ind all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent
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SPECIAL

s

FARE

For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to

20-3-

Special

Sale

We will give you a receipt for, double the amount

FOR TEN DAYS ONLY
Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
"
"
25.00
50.00

TOMORROW

WEDNESDAY
MAY

25

ON

ism (La

Calico's Ginghams
Percals and Muslins
ALSO Hats & Caps for
MEN and BOYS.
REMEMBER the profits on the
above lines are yours tomorrow.

Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
if this formula is not complete. Pain
means congestion,
blood pressure.
Head pains, womanly pains, pains anywhere get instant relief from a Pink
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.

FRESH MEAT NINE TO
TEN CENTS

A POUND.

San Antonio, Texas, May 24. The
high price of meat apparently does
greatly affect government contracts.
Tenders advertised by department
headquarters at Fort Sam Houston forj
the purveyance of fresh beef to tJhej
garrisons in the department of Texas
amply demonstrate this. The contracts
for Forts Sam Houston, Clark. Bliss,
Mcintosh and the Reno Remount Depot were secured by Swift & Company at the following respective
prfces, per hundred pounds: $8.82,
$10.50, $8.83, $9.97, and
$9.95. The
Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark., contract
was secured by Armour & Company
at $9.93 per hundred pounds, and
John A. Leberman of El Reno, Okla.,
was given the Fort Sill contract at
$8.40:

the big Pueblo event. The director of
publicity of the eighteenth congress
recently received a roll of papers containing the most interesting and flattering reference to Che congress here,
and also special stories that had been
sent from here to persons interested
in the islands.
Ralph S. Hosmer, superintendent of
forestry under the territorial board of
agriculture and forestry, writes Secretary Faxon of the board of control
here that he not only has put out. to
the leading newspapers information
he has received concerning the work
of the congress and preparation for
the coming sessions, as well as data
touching Colorado and other western
states but would like some special
stories, which have been sent to him.
Mr. Hosmer generally attends the sessions of the congress, and expects to
do so this year.
The work in the territory of Hawaii
together with that in Cuba as recently mentioned, and the interest in Porto Rico, certainly attest to the alertness of the insular possessions
and
neighbors of the United States in the
big work of development as typified
by the labor of the National Irrigation Congress.
It also is significant
from the standpoint of important attendance at the Pueblo sessions next

According to contract only the highest grade of meat is accepted by the
quartermaster, furnishing cuts, which,
according to tihe contract price, would September.
range from a minimum of six cents
per pound to twelve and
cents per pound. The retail price of
meat at the points named is a little
more than double that paid by the
one-hal- f
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Oar Prices are the lowest New YorK Prices.

EYLES MUSIC'
All Popular Sheet Music.

CO.
East Side Plaza.
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gress is interested."
A pain prescription is printed upon
Not only that, but the Hawaiian
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain newspapers are
printing pieces about

i

OFFER

$5.00

Our

i
i

CASH

TRAVIS,

Propt

government.
The publication of the contracts has
created quite a little of a sensation
among retail butchers in this city.
Compared with the contracts of last
is a little
year the supply for 1910-1more than one cent higher per pound.
1
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under ditch. 540 00 to
and highly improved,
ideal homes ready for
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under cultivation
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LET US HEAR FROM YOU.

Shapeliness.

When you are in a hurry and want in a
garment be it coat, vest or pants
a good outfit come here for single or
is its principal merit. But all kinds
double
of garments are liable to lose their
shape through the wear and tear of
LIVERY.
business. If you soil or wrinkle your
healthy horses and clothes, send it to us and notice how
fine carriages are here and subject to quickly we clean it and press it back
your order. "We want your business to its original shapeliness and newin the livery line and will appreci- ness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
ate It.
service Is wonderful.
Good-lookin-
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Extraordinary R. J. PALEK. President.
able. Thv machinery for counting the Engagement
L. A, HUGHES,
FRAKK McKAKE, 'Assistant tastier
people is a little more advanced than
it was in l'.'im. however. Quicker and
THE NEW MEXICAN PRIN TING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
better work i expected from it than
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. was over 'lone in ihe past. By the
Editor and President.
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middle of .lime we are promised the
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Secretary-TreasureJOHN
STAUFFER,
ust ma mm
figures for the entire country, in round
'numbers. ISy that time those for the
Postofflce.
Entered as Second Class Matter ;t the Santa
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Capital Stock
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"Undoubtedly, it will be found, when
Profit
Undivided
and
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The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to Washington, that the leading cities
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transacts a general banking business in all its branches
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH YOUR MONEY ?
YOU CAN FILL

a BUCKET

H. (

ARE YOU

FISHIN'MR. SPORTMAN?

i-ni- K'

Abbott, of Springer, is here on

business.

Use the

A. Sena, of Las Vegas, is registered
at the Coronado.
E. A. Archibald, a yeast salesman,
is here from Denver.
M. O'N'eill, a mining man from
is at the Claire.
M. O. Brown, of I'ago.sa Springs, is
visiting friends here.
F. I'. Kahnt. a grocery salesman of
Demiver. is at the Palace.
C. F. LeOlare, n lumber dealer of
Hodges, is at the Claire.
Mrs. C. H. Price, a sightseer from j
Alamosa, Colo., is in the city.
AV. G. .lolly, the well known Kansas
j
City salesman, is at. the Palace.
.1. C. Ryan,
a traveling salesman
from San Francisco, is at the Palace,
C. E. Lewis, a pickle salesman from
Denver, is calling on the trade here,
W. H. Sphelper,
a traveling man
from Blooming! on, III., is at the Claire.
B. V. Martin, a china salesman from
Chicago, is calling on the trade here.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Doll of this city
BANK OXE DOLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sum and the Interest have
gone to Denver for a week's
make
a
interyou
comfortable , fortune. , The
on it, will in twenty years,
visit.
est on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Joseph Rochofsky, a salesman from
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
the AVindy City, is calling on the
trade.
We pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
Superintendent F. Fox of the Santa
Fe
passed Lamy last evening on his
CO.

BRISTOL1'

need some
tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that van npfd. .lust call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

If you are.

Trout.

Cer-rillo- s,

j

you

will

His Time is Yours

j

UTITlMTHE BANK
&

'

TRUST

way

.T.

east.
I. Franklin,

real estate

man from Colorado Springs,

BOY LOTS in

on

the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION

Our Line is all new and complete in every

Mail our assortment of flies is larger
and more complete, then ever.

Las Cruces

For full particulars call or
address the above company

AI

FINE LINEOF

so

PhnnP

Eprl

lift

.

Dealers in Furniture

fluffs

RflgS

4

SQ

10i)

uf

Notice our
Windows

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Rollins, of Los
A TXD
&
Ct h TIT
h
Angeles, have arrived here to spend
some time.
Miss Juanita Candelario, of Albuquerque, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Candelario of this city.
Wholesale & Retail
County Tieasuivr Eugenio Romero
Dealers in
of Las Vegas, San Miguel county, was
an arrival in Santa Fe last evening,
Mrs. Harry S. Clancy will be oper-- j
ated upon for appendicitis this week.;
She was taken suddenly ill on Sunday.
The Santa Fe County Institute will
Special Agent Elmer Marsh return-- convene
Monday morning June Cth at
ed last night evening from I.as Cruces S
o'clock. It will be under the same
where he looked after cersus matters.
and instructors as last
Miss Delia A. Mclntyre, of Rocky regulations
All third grade teachers who
year.
Ford, Colo., and Miss Elizabeth Mc- - attend all the time will receive $1.j
Intyre from the same place are sight-- : at the close for such attendance. Regseers at the Claire.
istration fee $2. Mrs. George Dixon,
Col. W. S. Hopewell, of Albuquerconductor; J. A. Wood, instructor;
que, arrived yesterday afternoon to John V. Conway, Co. Supt.
attend the Masonic reunion. He is,
registered at Gregg's hotel.
"Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for'
re-- '
the Santa Fe railway company,
turned yesterday from a business trip
MONEY AND METALS.
to Kansas City." Las Vegas Optic.
terriNew York, May 24. Call
money
Hon. Samuel Eldodt, former
:!
'torial treasurer, accompanied by Mrs. 2
per cent; Prime mercan5
Mexican dollars
Eldodt, are at the Palace. Mr. Eldodt tile paper 4
:
is here to attend the Masonic reunion, 44: Amalgamated 71; Atchison 110
"D. T. Hoskins, who left Saturday! New York Central 121
Reading
.some
for Santa Fe to take his little daugh- 1051-4- ;
Southern Pacific 127
S4
Steel
I.
Pacific
H.
to
pfd.
Union
1S5;
visit
the
at
Francis
ter,
Rappj
IN PRICE FROM 25C, To
NOTHING
home, returned yesterday." Las Ve- 118
COULD dE MORE APPROPRIATE
gas Optic.
Xew York, May 24. Lead easy 4 40;
i
"Attorney Charles A. Spiess, who copper easier: standard spot and July
BOOK
PUBLISHED
ESPECIALLY FOR THE
has been ill for a few days, is still 12.37
Silver 53
PURPOSE.
VERY
confined to his home, hut expects to
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
be able to be out in a short time.'"-- -;
July
"Chicago,
May 24. Wheat
Las Vegas Optic.
'
Sept. 97
D. D. Ferrell, the well known agent 9S
Corn July 59
Sept. 59
for the Cartercar Company is here
Oats July 38
Sept. 37
again from El Paso. With him is Will
Pork July 22.52
Sept. 22.40.
F. Smith, also representing the Car- Lard July 12.371-2- ;
Sept. 12.27
tercar concern and they expect to do
AMERICAN 50Y
Ribs July 12.32
Sept. 12.20.
a whirling business.
WOOL MARKET.
OLD SCHOOL DAY ROMANCE
"Charles D. Miller, assistant terri- St. Louis, May 24. Wool unchangtorial engineer, is spending the week
CHRISTY GIRL
with his brother, Prof. J. O. Miller and ed; territory and western mediums
fiine mediums 17120; fine
wife. He will be married early next 1SW23
FORGET-ME-NO- TS
month to Miss Ruth Coleman of El 12'( 15.
Paso." Las Cruces Citizen.
LIVESTOCK.
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE
24. Cattle Receipts
May
Chicago,
EIGHT FRESHMEN
3.500. Market steady.
Beeves $5.60
MY HIGH SCHOOL DAYS
ARE SELECTED. (58.70; Texas steers $56? 6.40; western
steers $5.25(T7.40: stockers and feedSCHOOL DAY MEMORIES
Will Represent Class of 25 at Exer- ers $46.60; cows and heifers $2.S0f
in
Audicalves
cises
7.15;
$5.507.50.
High School
MY COMMENCEMENT
torium This Afternoon.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 12,000.
steady to shade higher. Light $H.50(?
(heavy
The following are the names and 9.80; mixed $9.45i 9.77
subjects of the eight of the fresh- - ?9.40(3 9.75; rough $9.40frt 9.55; good to
men class of 25 of the high school se- - choice heavy $9.5SC9.75; pigs $9 2ii(i
bulk $9. 70ft. 9.75.
lected to represent the class this after-'9.65- ;
WE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION
FOR
noon at the exercises which will be r Kansas City, May 24. Cattle Reheld in the high school auditorium:
HONEST DEALING
ceipts 8,000, including 1.000 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $78.25:
Kallundborg Church
Myrtle Gildersleeve 'southern steers $4.50(57.75; southern
Uncle John on a Bicycle
cows $3.5(MG.50;
native cows and
and
stockers
.Gertrude Gormley heifers $3.25C7.35;
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
Today and Tomorrow .Willie Goebel feeders $3.50C 6.20; bulls $3.50(fi6.50;
The Secret of Lincoln's Power
.. jcalves $4.25((i 7.50; western steers
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
Eleanor a ft a $5.70 (Ft 7.75; western cows $4.25(?j 6.25.
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
A Fashionable School Girl
Market
Hogs
Receipts 13.000.
DESIGNS.
V.
BOYLE
R,
Sanford
Mgr.
Opal
steady. Bulk $9.40fr 9.50; heavy $9.45
The Patriot's Last Appeal
9.55; packers and butchers $9.40z
CL&RERDON
CUT!
PODLTR? YARDS A It K NKLUXti
KKESH LAI 11 ECKiS every iny
A. .1. Luna 9.55; light $9.35fi9.50; pigs $9ft9.25.
Sarah Fixes ITp Things
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
Market
Receipts 8.000.
Sheep
are yarded in the orchard
under the trees and fed oil dean wholesome food
Dorothy Hayward steady. Muttons $4(g6.50; lambs $7
No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
only.
The Movement Cure for RheumaEGGS FOR HATCHING.
9; fed western wethers and yearlings
tism
Jean Law $4.756.25; fed western ewes $46.

TT

TjTYUT

OP & SUPPLY CO.

MARKETJtEPQRT

FOR THE HOUSE

kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
table
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, babies.
for
the
.id
a
ttat
Wagner folding
They are GRE vT!!
Look oer oar stock and see if there isn't
something- to interest you
All

2

go-car- ts

ra-",ks-.

i

1

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

business.

,

WATSON & COMPANY
St.

than ever before.

!

here

Everything in Hardware.

Sole Agents in Santa Fe.
119 San Francisco

sales--

fn

$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest, tjo
tixes. no mortage, a riefd when the lots are
paid for. Y OU Co. n't, afford to let a GOOD investment like ibis go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
C- -

is

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTM AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower

R. S. Herbert, the well known meat
salesman from Las Vegas, is calling
on the trade.

OF

O

COME IN AND GET AC.
QUAINTED vVITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

msiol

:

UNITED STATES BANK

S

j

we have made .special effortto .secure
choice graduating preent rangi-

ng

$2.50.

than a

j

Ornamental

Doors

will
Charles W. Dudrow
1

LT3S

STR1PL1HG-BORA0W- S

& Company.

Where your dollar buys the most.

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUB

WI

S8

nice

A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOLLOW

j

j

j

j

'

are made to perfection from our RELIABLE DRUGS
Lumber) because the wood is AND MEDICINES
perfect in every particular and Are the only kind safe to use. The
free from every imperfection of uncertain kind are very apt to do more
knots, cracks and warpings. harm than good.
Every foot of it is thoroughly WHAT YOU GET
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so FROM THIS PHARMACY
it can be absolutely relied upon
If the
can rely upon absolutely.
by carpenters and buHders. and you
archi- health of your household is dear to you
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
prove your sincerity by coming here
tects hereabouts particularly for
your drugs and medicines.
mention our Lumber in their
opacifications.

FIV.

j

W.

i

ft

T0WNSEND

&

CO.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

itUSEtSSBSSSt
'

0

Hour Electric ervice
'n and After RAareh 1st.
Wbe up those dafc places SXSxc
Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

rbbn

sa.

Jsr

I
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FEDERAL BANKING CO. CASHIER TRIES NEW ONE.
San Antonio, Texas, May 24. To
Robert A. Crump, cashier of the Federal Banking Company of Mexico City,
which closed its business very
two weeks ago, belongs the
distinction of having discovered a new
method of misappropriating bank
funds. Crump, in order to get hold
of the bank's money and cover up his
track, got a confederate who had no
account with the bank to draw large
amounts on checks which were kept
until the closing hour and thus included in the regular business. Afterwards these checks were taken out
and for this reason not transferred to
the books. The sum of $137,000 was
abstracted in this manner. Crump has
made a confession and now faces a
ong term in tne .Mexican penitentiary.

HOTEL. ARRIVALS

4

St. Louis Rocky Mt.

TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1910.

Palace.
c. liymi, San Francisco; Joseph
Rae!nii'.-U- .
Chicago: H. H. Betts, EdA LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
lie. J. U. Levas, E. R.
ward ANo woman who bears children need suffer during the period
V. 11. Xewcomb, Silver
City; of
waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Ci'orue Klnkel, Simon Bacharach, Las
is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
Friend
Venus: ii.'tijaniin Titus, Doming; W.
lini- A. Siiiherkiml, Las Cruces; John
T. of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful
ana
ienaeit pliant those
lubricates
ens
the
ligaments,
ment urhiph strength
(.Kt-aMuir. I.ii'ilsiiiiis: I,. W. Hodges, DenDown
In riToct March 1st 1910
Utcad I'p)
ver: Kii hanl F. Oakley Taos; Mr. and muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking oi tne Dreasti uy Buy19
21
STATU i.N'S
Miles
'20
etc.
Mrs. S. Kldodt, Chamita; A. I. Kelso, ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness,
7 30
0
l.v.. In- Moines. N. M .. .Ar
of hoth
"fW
for
the
L.
of
the
safety
E.
system
Las
use
('.
will
Martin,
Cruees;
every
portion
Denver;
prepare
f 8 20
Its regular
Hi
f 4 15
Capulln
f 8 3f,
20
A. Archibald. Denver; W. G.
f 4 05
VlKil
Jolly, mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
f 8 50
f 3 45
Thompson
Kansas I'iiy: H. V. Martin, Chicago; comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
Tl
i 'unninvrhani
f 9 10
f 3 25
H 35
42
vr I'lifton HouscN. M l.v;
2 55
.1. AY. Cox. Magdalena;
Etigenio Rome- contains valuable information for expectant mothers.
2 30
;; 55
.l.v
N. M7...7Ar 12 00
10 00
M. O. Brown, Pagosa
Hilton,
Las
ro.
Vojias;
2 50
THE BRAOFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GAm
9 40
Hmsf,N. M..l,v 11 37
Springs: C. A. Floyd, Giason; H. C.
12
12
l.v. i'lifton House NM.Ari 11 37
4 30
48
11 20
.SI ri'ston.
Abootr, S)i'iliger; E. P. Kahnt, Den- 50
A
I.vl 11 00
ver: T. II. Pea lie, Louisville; R. S. in the land
Kot'hlerJ
unction
5 10
Lv
Ar 10 40
drawings last year at there is no such man as the alleged
Herbert, Las Vegas.
5 00
lo'fil
Koclilcr.. j .
Missoula, Spokane and Coeur d'Alene. addressee of the letter. J. W. Russell
For More tnan Three Decades.
Claire.
.... Co fax-- .'.77.7
15 50
10 10
her eastern of Plainview, Texas and that the sigIn fact when she left
OS
76
.
9 42
Vrrososo
E. F. Iloaglin. Chicago: M. O. Neill,
Foley's
Honey and Tar has been a
i
a
cotin-is
11
Pacific
to
letter
a
in
the
visit
6 35
nature
the
forgery.
home
82
Ar.
9 25
lor
...Cimarron
.1.
Colorado
favorite for all ailments of
00
household
Franklin,
82
Ceirillos;
55
8
Cimarron
in
was
jl,v.
plainly
Although the letter
try, she did not know there was any
f7 08
SB
f8 47
Sash
C.
F. Le
Colo.;
Clare,
chest and lungs. For inthe
Springs,
throat,
17 18
his
Mr.
and
in
a
favor
of
as
88
land
fS
9
party,
drawing
37
Colquitt
such
Harlan
thing
7 35
94
children
Hodges; .Airs. C. H. Price, Alamosa;;
it is best and safest
Ar..
I'te Park, S. M.. Lv 8 20
fants
and
the
the impi'pession in quarters is that it
she had not even heard of
D. T. W.
M. T. Moriarty, Moriarty;
as it contains no opiates and no harmand Montana was written by Colquitt's
political
'Flathead
reservation,
Connects with K. P. S. V. Ky, train No. 121 arriving In Iinwson, N, M. au 6:15 p. m. AA'atson, Lincoln; C. E. Lewis, Den-- , was to her not much more than a enemies with a view of discrediting ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's
Connects with K.C.i S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving hawsoti N,M. at 9:55a.m.
ver; AA'. H. Slielper, Bloomington, 111.; nn mi. convenient in
a him, for such, no doubt, would be the Honey and Tar in the yellow package.
identifying
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston NT. M.
F. I). Cobbey. Denver; J. AV. McGow-- !
C. AS. Passentrer trains arrive ami depart from DeMoincs as follow:
of the great American ultimate, result of the coup as soon as Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
portion
huge
NORTH KOTtNI:
SOUTH P.OUN
en, Las Aegas: Delia A. Mclntyre
& Co.
;i
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
cast nn measured hunting Senator Bailey denied the authenticity
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, ill.
Rocky Ford. Colo.; E. C. Allen, Den-- ground for
cow punchers, of the document.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. K. Ry.at Raton ami Preston with (', fc S. Ry. at
ver; Henry J. Fincke, George F.
es Moines K. P, S. W. Ry. at olfax, N M, anil Cimarron A Northwestern at
savage Indians and wild things.
Fincke, Moriarty.
(liniarroii, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
But while stopping on the way to
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Gregg.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
at Leavenwortih, Wash.,
' visit relatives
R. J. Gatewood, San Marcial; W. S.
Rakly Klack Lakes, Cerro, Kli.ahethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos do Taos, Red
her uncle mentioned the big land opRiver City. Talpa, Taos anil Twining.
RATES
Hopewell, E. L. I a? Master, Albuquer-- ' ening, and then and there it was de
laily. fKlag. tl'aily except Sunday'
HOW THEY STAND.
E.
F.
Mr.
and:
Hoagiin,
Chicago;
tpie;
termined that she would stop at Mis
E. J. DEDMAN.
VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
Mrs. AA E. Rollins Los Angeles; Mrs.1
TO ALL POINTS VIA
soula.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Spokane and Goeur el Alene ana
National League.
Superintendent,
H. Page, Los Angeles; Mrs. H. J. PatThis was done; and in
register.
Ratun, N. M.
Raton, N. r
Won. Lost P. C.
Raton, N. M.
ten, Durango; AV. R. R. Parten, Wash-- ; course of time Miss Bloomer received
16
10
.615
Fen-ellAVilliam
F. notification from Uncle Sam that she Pittsburg
ington ; D. D.
11
16
.593
u
Cincinnati
Smith, El Paso; G. M. AVynkoop, New .'could have the H41st choice
among the
16
11
.593
Chicago
York.
Flathead farms in Montana.
14
17
.548
New York
Coronado.
Effective Juce 2nd, 1910
Evidently Miss Bloomer was happy
13
.500
U
Hon. Malaqnias Martinez, Taos; J.
in the prospect or becoming a farmer
15
16
.516
M. Lucas, Golden; AV. S. Garow, City;
St. Louis
in the eastern part of the Spokane
10
19
F. E. Burke, Albuquerque; A. Sena,
.345 ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
Boston
be
to
Missoula, she thought
21
5
.192
Las Vegas; J. P. Harrington,
Santa country.
Brooklyn
ASBURY PARK
a most progressive and attractive lit-- I
$73.70
Fe.
American League.
tie city; and she seemed to appreciate
'
P. C. BOSTON
Lost
.Won.
at its full value the exquisite beauty
$77.95
6
20
.769
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
of its surroundings. She is impress-le- Philadelphia
8
18
.692 CHICAGO
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
$50.35
with the activity and optimism of New York
Douglas, and all Points in New
17
13
.567
Remedy liquid or tablets is being ' the people and believes she will be- Detroit
13
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
14
.481 DETROIT
$60.35
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Snoop, of come as much attached to the west Boston
18
12
.400
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Washington
Racine, Wis. You that are well, get as she was to her home city.
HOT
SPRINGS
$44.60
9
16
.360
disthis book for some discouraged,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
"There is much to attract one in the Chicago
21
5
.142
St.
Louis
KANSAS CITY
heartened sufferer! Do a simple act northwest," she said, when asked why
$35.35
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
of humanity! Point out this way to j she left the east. "The outdoor life
&
El
ST.
LOUIS
National
Surand certain relief!
League.
$44.35
quick
(and the larger freedom and more vigprise some sufferer, by first get- orous atmosphere in this land of mag-- I Boston at Cincinnati.
NEW
YORK
$75.15
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
ting from me the booklet and the test. nificent distances and opportunities
New York at Pittsburg.
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by .possess a fascination that few can re
s
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Stripling-Burrow& Co.
sist and I believe I will become a
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
American League.
westerner in a short time. It
Chicago at New York.
THE RIGHT TIME
is true l am what you would call a
BETWEEN
I
not
TO
do
know
a
CUT
'tenderfoot'
and
ALFALFA.
For Rates and full information address
thing St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Washington.
about farming, setting a hen or milkCleveland at Boston.
H.
to
I
am
but
and
a
learn
Assistant
of
cow,
Professor
Schutz,
going
ing
FOX,
&
I feel I shall 'make good' with the best
Agronomy at Agricultural ColA.
of them."
lege Tells About It.
"WAY DOWN SOUTH IN THE LAND OF
1
Miss Bloomer is an attractive young
El Paso Texas.
COTTON."
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
Many who have grown alfalfa for woman and is a stylish dresser. She The South may well lay claim to theof title
il
the
"Land
of Cotton." In the southern part
con
a
is
a. m. Daily.
and
brilliant;
educated
highly
the first time this year must have wonUnited States nearly fourteen million bales of
are produced each year, out of a total
dered as to the correct time for cut- versationalist and accomplished musi Cotton
world crop of twenty million bales.
ting. The experienced grower will cian. Since going to Montana less The production of Cotton Seed Oil shows even For information regarding freigh t
a
look at his field and decide whether than 10 days ago she has received
a larger percentage in favor of the South, as
of extracting and crushing the seed,
and passenger rates etc. Call
or not is ready to cut without actually dozen proposals of marriage, but she methods
and
refining the oil. have been brought to a perfarm fection
has
her
declined
that
all
in
saying
lands.
not
attained
other
or
himself
why
knowing
troubling
at city office, Laughlin Block
for the Considerable Cotton Seed Oil goes into the
much about the slate of blooming. must receive all her,atlention
4
manufacture of Cottolene. a vegetable oil cookIt is not so easy for the beginner, how- next few years.
on
its
which
not
fat
is
favor
ing
only
winning
or Phone 145.
Miss Frances L. Loosmore of Hill-yar- merits as a frying and shortening medium but
ever, and he looks around for some
of its purity and wholesomeness.
because
who
a
had
of
suburb
Spokane,
rule to apply.
Lard is in origin, unpleasing; In method of
uncertain and often uncleanly.
There seems to be little uniformity the 337th choice, filed on 81 acres, manufacture
J. G, EADS,
is as clean and wholesome and genuin time of cutting even in the same which, she says, she will put into grain Cottolene
as
ine
the far famed hospitality of the "Sunny
South."
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
Une successful grower and fruit.
community.
"I lhave no family," Miss Loosmore
will say that alfalfa should be cut
when coming into full bloom, another said, "I am single and alone. I have
so I
when in bloom 8 or 10 days; others, to lived on a farm part of my life,
am up against. I exknow
what
I
just
begin cutting with the first bloom,
to make my home on the tract
when in half bloom and when in tenth pect
soon as I can get men to
bloom. As a matter of fact, all of just as
build a cabin and I snail do my best
these growers are successful and are to make the
farm a good one, as I want
realizing a profit from making alfalfa it; for a permanent home."
hay. But are they as successful as
To
they might be by slightly varying their
What Everbody Wants.
j
methods?
Alfalfa leaves contain 75 to 80 per Evemody desires good health which
cent of the total protein of the plant is impossible unless the kidneys are
and in harvesting very often as much sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney
as 15 to 30 per cent of these may be Remedy should be taken at the first
lost. When we consider that the indication of any irregularity, and a
-leaves are the important part of the serious illness may be averted. Forestore
will
your
are
as
that
Kidney
worth
ley's
Remedy
much
alfalfa,
they
- - as bran and four times as much as kindneys and bladder to their normal
the stem in feeding value, we can state and activity. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
ONEWAY
& Co.
form an idea of the loss resulting
VIA
from leaving 300 to 600 pounds of
leaves for every ton of hay on the SENATOR BAILEY ENTERS
For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
ON SALE JULY 2nd to 8th, SEPT. 1st to 7th
VIGOROUS DENIAL.
ground after each haying. After the
SEPT. 24th to 30th. LIMIT THREE MONTHS
tenth bloom the protein content of al-- 1
Call on or Write
BUT NOT TO EXCEED OCTOBER 31st 1910- falfla falls rapidly and has been known Declares He Did Not Endorse Colquitt
P. H. McBRIDE
for the Governorship of Lone
to decrease from 18.5 per cent in tenth
or
W. D. SHEA
14.4
Star State.
bloom
cent
to
when
in
full
T. F. & P. A.
per
Agent
bloom. After the half bloom is over
Santa FV. N, M,
San Antonio, Texas, May 24. Anthe leaves drop off easily, so if one
wishes to make hay for the best feed- other Bailey controversy seems desPORTLAND.
ing value with the minimum amount tined to play an important part in the
now
on
in
this
of loss of leaves, it is best to cut as gubernatorial campaign
SEATTLE,
state. Briefly the case is this. In the
soon after the tenth bloom as
TACOMA,
Dallas News of a few days ago there
VANCOUVER
appeared a letter supposedly written
& VICTORIA
Foley Kidney Piils contain In con- by Senator Bailey and endorsing the
centrated form ingredients of estab- candidacy of Colquitt for the goverThe Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
The letter in effect stated
ON SALE MA.Y 28u to JUNE 3rd JULY
lished, therapeutic value for the relief norship.
that Senator Bailey would support CoHid cure of all kidney and bladder
9th to 16th. LIMIT AS ABOVE.
Denver Colorado.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& lquitt in case Poindexter should disclose weakness and it also described
Co.
the Colquitt platform as the best. On
the following day the Fort Worth RecWOMAN MAKES UP MIND
BECOME
TO
FARMER. ord published a telegram from Sena- -tor Bailey in which he disclaimed the
Good Luck of a Philadelphia Girl Who authorship of the letter. What is
A.
New Mexico.
- - -more this publication now claims that
Won a 160 Acre Tract in
anta F, N. M.
Northwest.
Catron Block
-.1.

Pacific

Railway

Company.

Cos-grov-
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ASK FOR TICKETS

'

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
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d

,

Paso

Southwestern

The Best Route

System

East or West

d

i

j

EUGENE A.
G.F.&P.

Sana Fe

j

El Paso

!

dll

FROM

June 1st to September 30th

j

Summer Tourist Rates
In

ummer
xeursions

Effect

All Eastern and Western

.

Points

I

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
San Diego,
$35.20
San Francisco
45.20
Portland or Seattle
60.90

Via The

de

mi

0

EFI.f

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

r

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

TO THE EAST and RETURN

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of

the Southwest

BERGERE, Manager for

May 24. Miss
Spokane, Wash.,
Mary R. Bloomer of Philadelphia, who
won a homestead of 160 acres on the

C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR

Bills Bros. Monumental Coop DENVER

AM. GRAHKS OK MARB!,K & ORANITK
MKMORIAL8AT REASONABLE PRICKS
125

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Flathead Indian reservation in western Montana at the government lottery last August, has decided to beSlhe is now at Miscome a farmer.
soula with her mother and brother,
and says her father living at Philadelphia, and brother, a resident of
Seattle, will join them in a short
time.
Miss Bloomer did not journey from
Philadelphia to the Spokane country
merely for the purpose of registering

headache

"My father has been a sufferer from sick
headache for the last twenty-fiv- e
years and
never found any relief until he began
taking your Cascarets. Since he has
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely cured!
hitn. Cascarets do what you recommend)
them to do. I will give you the privilege
of using his name." E. M. Dickson,
II20 Resiner St., W. Indianapolis, Ind.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.lWeaken or Gripe.
Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
925
cur or your money back.
10c, 25c, 50c.

Chicago
St. Louis
Kansas City

Denver

-

-

-

$50.35
44.35
- 35.35

--

Colorado Spring
Pueblo - -

21.10
18.15
16.15

ON SALE DAILY AFTER JUNE 1st,
RETURN LIMIT OCT. 31st 1910.

Other California Excursions run daily June 1st, to Sept.
30ta a us lightly higher fares than quoted above.
Call

OB

or address

fl, g, LntZ, Agent, Saota Fo,

,

H

TUESDAY, MAY

24,
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the results upon the immature, oper- RELATION TO STANDARDS
OF CHARITY EXPLAINED. ate somewhat less manifestly in all
laborers. The two factors, specializaResponsibilities of a City's Central tion and economy of production, are
crisis
Organization Outlined By Memtiringing us to an industrial
which will have to be reckoned with.
ber of Chamber of Commerce.
St. Louis, May 21. Tr.;- rcsnonsibilH Specialization means beyond a doubt.
FOR RKNT Five mum house on
ty of the central commercial organiza-- i industrial effectiveness, but its conn
Lower San Franci-c- o
Inquire
I
tion of a city and its relation to t he terbalance is monotony: economy of i
at -- !s San Fratic isco strcer.
standards of charity work done in that production means especially, economy
community were pointed out bv How-- ! of time, but its counterbalance is
TO RKNT- - .', Hi 1! furrishi (1 iron
La-lard Strong, assistant secretary of the 'speeding up.' Out of these two fa
t!i.
pre- room y;t!i t'se
chamber of commerce of Cleveland, tors arise the great offense auainst
!
lT'l ii.
In j lilc .c ofli
Ohio, in an address before the Nation-- ! human endurance and community wel-- j
al Conference of Charities and Correc- fare. Any conception which makes
FOR SALE Lands irrigator! by the
I
tion here this morning.
material production paramount to the
Fe Irrigation and linproveineni
Santa
"The Cleveland chamber of com- essential interest in the units entering j
Co., japs and prices at Charles E.
merce," said Mr. Strong, "is concern- into that, production can only agwa-- j
Michael, Real Estate.
ed with every movement for the bet- vate our present condition aim accelterment of Cleveland, for the uplift of erate an inevitable disaster."
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex"A Mind That Found Itself."
its citizens from a commercial, civic,
this
list
EAD
of cords forty
through
reasons for
perience unnecessary. Set our brands
St. Louis, Mo., May 21. Anuoiinc.
or social standpoint, and it is thereto
th retrail trade. Rig pay. Write
:m Edison Phonograph.
And remember this is just one month's
fore as much a chamber of citizenship ins' his abandonment of the role of
lull particulars at once. Globe
for
in his
1 i:
I
as it is a chamber of commerce. The militant reformer, assumed
ITnr.ll Ul.r,nmi:,w
I'.cf
1 1
ll.V. I)
Co., Cleveland, O.
'
mourn
CUar
as
uttui .nuiiuuu
many
ivccoju nsi unngs lortii
chamber has in its relation to the book "A Mind That Found Itself,-- pubW.I
for
more
reasons
haying an Edison Phonograph in your home. Ail
charity of the city assumed as a fun- lished in March, Jftos, Mr. Clifford
cinch'" Another sentence thai is likehis
damental principle that the charity Beers, the author, promulgated
of
music
has
the
that
best
to become as famous a.s a Lincoln
ever
been
ly
published, and all that ever will
which receives its support from the new program in relation to the treat- Roosevelt ian :
is distinctively
phrase
be published, as fast as it comes out. you can have in your home on
public is in a sense a public institu ment of insanity in an address before
Evcr man n:usi pull hW own weifrht
tion, and that the public has a right,! the National Conference of Charities
Ed ison Aniberol (tour minut ) and Edison Standard (two minute)
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Santa Fe tonight
St. Elmo Tonight
will bait- Myron Leffingwell's drama-- '
tizatior. of Augusta Evans Wilson's
books "St. Elmo" which for nearly 30
novyi ais has been the most popular
The
el dealing with southern lite.
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Try (loi bel's Dandelion Extermina-

union, so expressed in the preamble,
and for the establishment of a government, not a compact, which can be
dissolved only by revolution, or by the
consent of all the people in convention assembled.
"'It is idle to talk of secession;
would otherwise have been es
tablished and not a government
by
Jefferson,
Hamilton,
Washington,
Madison and all the other paatriots of
the revolution.'
"The words of that message and his
shennent acts cannot be reconciled."
said the speaker. "If his conscience
dictated that letter, then what a curse
influenced him to embrace anarchy
just ninety days later anarchy as he
himself had pictured it?
"What does all this mean? It
means that, a solid south, the daughters and sons, propose to make Washington a Westminister Abbey for the
rebel uniform; and so not only vindicate but glorify the rebel sword.
'Then what? Simply another bill
soldiers.
pensioning all Confederate
And long before this country reaches
its meridian British bondholders will
knock at liberty's treasury door and
say:

MANY

INSTITUTES WILL
BEGIN

MONDAY.

Normal School Opens at Silver City
Record Number of Water Applications Filed.
This was a rather dull day at the
capitol as the governor, the adjutant
general, and Clerk Sena of the su- preme court were in Roswell.
There was plenty of work.however,
for those in the offices of the superintendent of public instruction prepar- ing for the institutes to be held next-weeas a quantity of supplies had to
'
be shipped. The McKinley County
Teachers' Institute will begin Monday
at Gallup with Principal R. W. Twining, of Gallup, in charge. Other institutes to begin Monday are: Bernalillo county at Albuquerque, J. R.
conductor; Socorro County Institute at .Socorro, Supt. W. D. Sterling of Albuquerque, conductor; Luna
County Institute at Deming, Prof. J.
ColH. Vaughn, of the Agricultural
lege, conductor.
The Normal Schol will also open for
eight weeks' summer term at Silver
City on Monday.
Water Applications.
The maximum number of applications for water rights was received
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is time for our

Great Annual Shoe

Clearance Sale, and the Shoes must
go.
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upon the market.
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Remember we carry the three

best shoe lines in the world, Hannan
&

Son Shoe, The Florsheim Shoe and

the Hamilton

Brown Shoe.
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